Characterization of cDNA clones containing CCA trinucleotide repeats derived from human brain.
Expansion mutation is the cause of eight neuropsychiatric disorders. Thus far each disease is the result of expansion of a C-G rich trinucleotide repeat that is polymorphic for length in the general population. We now report the identification of seven novel cDNA clones with CCA or equivalent trinucleotide repeats obtained by screening a human frontal cortex cDNA library. The repeat lengths of two clones, CCA11 (linked to D20S101, expressed in human brain as a 3.2 kb message) and CCA38 (linked to D5S404), are highly polymorphic in a normal human population. CCA54, mapped to chromosome 19, appears to correspond to a portion of the human gene encoding the alpha 1 subunit of a P-type calcium channel. Expansion mutations at these loci should be considered as possible candidates in evaluating the genetic etiologies of diseases linked to chromosomes 5, 19, and 20.